
KEY QUESTIONS FOR
PANDEMIC EXIT

HOW HAS THE COVID-19
PANDEMIC AFFECTED THE
WAY YOUR NSO OPERATES?

HOW CAN WE STRENGTHEN 
ENGAGEMENT WITHIN OUR NSO?
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Can we continue delivering our
programmes and actions in hybrid
mode? Ensure your members and
volunteers have ongoing access to the
tools, technology, and training they need
for successful participation and
programme delivery.

Did we make any changes to decision-
making processes during the pandemic?
Can we learn from these to increase
coordination between teams and
departments? 

Which innovative ways of working that
emerged during the pandemic do we
want to keep? 

The pandemic has changed how many
NSOs operate from team dynamics to
across departments and overall
effectiveness. Now is a good time to
reflect on and identify new ways of
working. Here are some key questions to
consider:

GROWTH &
RESILIENCE

With teams spending significant
amounts of time online or interacting less
in person, organizations must prioritise
and implement strong communications.
While some NSOs may be struggling to
connect with each other, for others these
bonds may have been reinvigorated.
How can different communication
channels be tailored to address ongoing
or future challenges?

Leaders at National Scout Organizations (NSOs) can use this document to guide their NSOs as
they emerge from the COVID-19 pandemic. Explore each section to help mitigate the negative

impacts of the crisis and enable your organization to recover stronger than before.
 



HOW CAN WE STRENGTHEN
MOTIVATION?

HOW DOES YOUR NSO NEED
TO EVOLVE? 
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As the drivers of growth, volunteers and local
groups should hear from the leadership about
their NSO's bigger goals and why we need to
grow. Discuss with them the effects of the
pandemic on membership over the last few
years. How does this impact your NSO's goals
going forward?

While we do not know when the next crisis will hit,
we must adapt and be ready going forward.
Organizations must foster an environment of
continuous learning to increase their agility and
resilience. Reflect on how you can foster
innovation and learning to help identify and
address any emerging needs. You may draw the
post-pandemic future together with your
members. What are the areas your groups
believe need to be strengthened? Where do you
show resilience the most?

Request a WOSM Service in Growth to
receive support from a WOSM growth

consultant on these and other
questions:

services.scout.org/service/13 

GROWTH &
RESILIENCE

IS YOUR NSO ALIGNED WITH THE
MISSION?

During a crisis, organizations can pull together or
grow apart. When organizations face challenges,
it’s often because members have lost sight of
what unites them - their shared mission. In
response, NSO leadership must ensure that
people throughout the organization are aware of
ongoing challenges as well as new and emerging
internal and external priorities. Reach out to
members and maintain consistent
communication. It is also essential, when and if
needed, to reset your priorities and enhance
recovery.  Lastly, embracing the long view is
essential even in times of hardship.

WHAT SUPPORT DO YOUR MEMBERS
AND VOLUNTEERS NEED?

Be flexible. Continue evolving your
volunteering model. How can you make it
more flexible and reflect changes in daily
lives?
Increase support for leaders. Some leaders
may be seeing their lives return to normal
while others are continuing in hybrid mode or
adapting to a so-called ‘new-normal’. How
can you best support leaders facing different
circumstances?
Sustain a sense of community. How can you
encourage mutual support and build trust,
and a sense of belonging? 

While the worst of the pandemic appears to be
over, our members and volunteers may continue
facing heightened anxiety, therefore, it is essential
to approach them with empathy and
understanding. Here are three ways to support
them:

https://services.scout.org/service/13
https://services.scout.org/service/13

